Abstract-We present a comprehensive drift-diffusion-type electroabsorption modulator (EAM) model. The model allows us to investigate both steady-state properties and to follow the sweep-out of carriers after pulsed optical excitation. Furthermore, it allows for the investigation of the influence that various design parameters have on the device properties, in particular how they affect the carrier dynamics and the corresponding field dynamics. A number of different types of results are presented. We calculate absorption spectra and steady-state field screening due to carrier pile-up at the separate-confinement heterobarriers. We then move on to look at carrier sweep-out upon short-pulse optical excitation. For a structure with one well, we analyze how the well position affects the carrier sweep-out and the absorption recovery. We calculate the field dynamics in a multiquantum-well structure and discuss how the changes in the field near each well affect the escape of carriers from that well. Finally, we look at the influence that the separate-confinement heterostructure barriers have on the carrier sweep-out.
Modeling of Carrier Dynamics in Quantum-Well Electroabsorption Modulators
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S
OPHISTICATED COMPONENTS are required to realize both 40-Gb/s systems and next-generation all-optical systems. A device that is currently receiving much attention in relation to such systems is the electroabsorption modulator (EAM). Understanding its detailed dynamics can support the design of faster components and components that are tailored for specific functions, such as pulse generation or all-optical wavelength conversion.
The EAM has been used both for pulse generation [1] and to perform a number of all-optical functions such as demultiplexing [2] , [3] , wavelength conversion [4] , and signal regeneration [5] , [6] and may very well become an important part of future all-optical components.
All-optical functions are performed with EAMs by reducing the device absorption through optical excitation of carriers. There are two sources that contribute to the absorption change: Band filling and the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE). When carriers are excited into the wells, the absorption is reduced due to band filling. The excited carriers also affect the field, and this leads to a change in the absorption through the QCSE.
In this paper, we investigate quantum-well EAMs. The dynamics of the carrier sweep-out process in an EAM is affected when carriers are excited in the device. Changes in the carrier mobilities and in the carrier escape times from the wells are induced by changes in the electric field. The pile-up of carriers at heterobarriers also affects the carrier sweep-out dynamics. When the density of photo-excited carriers is low, these changes will be of little importance. At higher densities, changes in the aforementioned parameters can significantly affect the dynamics. In particular, field-induced changes in the escape times of carriers out of the wells can increase the absorption recovery time compared to that in the low-density regime.
II. MODEL
Our model, PinSim, is in many ways similar to typical models for quantum-well semiconductor lasers [7] . We solve Poisson's equation and the continuity equations for electrons and holes, with the current densities being described by drift-diffusion equations. The bound states in the wells are found by solving Schrödinger's equation. The charge density represented by carriers in the bound states is included self-consistently into the Poisson and Schrödinger equations.
The carrier transport processes and transitions included in the model are shown in Fig. 1 . They are (G) carrier excitation, (R) carrier recombination, (1) escape from wells, (2) capture into wells, (3) drift, (4) diffusion, and (5) thermionic emission across separate-confinement heterobarriers (SCH).
In this paper, specifically in Sections III and IV, we investigate InGaAsP-based devices. 
A. Poisson's Equation
Poisson's equation relates the electrostatic potential to the charge densities (1) In this equation, is along the direction of growth, is the static permittivity (see Table I ), and are the densities of electrons and holes, respectively, in bulk states, and are the densities of ionized donors and acceptors, respectively, and and are the charge distributions of electrons and holes, respectively, in the quantum wells. Finally, is the elementary charge.
B. Bulk Continuity Equations
The continuity equations for electrons and holes in bulk states are
where and are the electron and hole current densities and is the recombination rate. We assume that carriers are generated only in the wells, and thus there are no generation terms in the equations above. and are given by otherwise
The well width and the coordinates and that define the capture region for the th well are defined in Fig. 2 . The two-dimensional (2-D) current densities ( ) are calculated for each well individually. We return to these terms below, in Section II-D.
1) The Drift-Diffusion Equations: We use the drift-diffusion expressions (5) for the current densities in (2) and (3) . is the electric field, and are the field-dependent mobilities for electrons and holes, respectively, and and are the diffusion parameters. The field-dependent mobilities are given by [8] (6)
The parameters of these equations are taken from [8] and may be found in Table I . Lacking information on the diffusion parameters in the high-field regime, we use the Einstein relations (7) which are valid for a nondegenerate electron (hole) gas close to thermal equilibrium. The electric field is related to through (8)
C. Quantum-Well Continuity Equations
The continuity equations for the quantum wells are similar to those for carriers in bulk states. The change in the well carrier densities with time is accounted for by optical excitation and recombination and by exchange of carriers between well states and bulk states. For electrons and holes, respectively, in well we have (9) (10) where and are the electron and hole densities, respectively, in well , are the current densities of electrons ( ) and holes ( ) between the well states and the bulk states for well ; expressions for these terms may be found in Section II-D below. These terms also appear in the bulk continuity (2) and (3) through the expression in (4) .
is the recombination rate for carriers in well .
is the generation rate of optically excited carriers in well (11) where is the group velocity and is the photon density at well , and is the material absorption for well . The absorption is discussed in Section II-G. 
D. Carrier Transport Between Well and Barrier
The transport of carriers out of and into the wells has a large influence on the speed of quantum-well EAMs. In a quantum-well semiconductor laser, deep wells are desirable because they have a higher density of carriers in the wells than do shallow wells. (The depth of the wells should of course not be so high that capture into the wells is impeded.) In a modulator, it is important to have a fast escape of carriers from the wells or the device will perform poorly at high speeds due to charge build-up in the wells. Short escape times are obtained by reducing the well depths or by increasing the field across them. However, reducing the well depths will reduce the electron-hole overlap at higher fields. Hence, a faster escape from the wells comes at the expense of a reduced field-induced change in the absorption [9] .
In general, there can be a current both in and out of a quantum well, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The expression derived in [10] for the electron current density out of a quantum well is (12) In this expression, is the in-plane mass of electrons in the well, is the carrier density, and is the lowest lying quasi-bound state in the well. The masses used in this work are taken from [11] . We use where is the well width.
is defined in Fig. 3 . Calculated assuming a thermal distribution of carriers, this expression relies on fast carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon scattering. We also note that the expression is derived assuming that only the lowest well state is populated. We use an expression similar to (12) for the holes. Defining the escape time through (13) we find (14) In this paper, we will use two different models for the capture of carriers into the wells. In the first model, we assume that there is a current density back into the well which ensures that the current density between the bulk and well states is zero in thermal equilibrium. The capture times thus determined are taken to be valid also away from equilibrium. The term "thermionic recapture" is used to refer to this model, which we use when we investigate steady-state properties. The reason for doing so is that the capture of carriers is a slow processes in EAMs, and only after a long time will the capture process establish a thermal equilibrium.
In the second model, we assume that there is no recapture of carriers into the wells. The term "no recapture" is used to refer to this model, which we use when we calculate the recovery after short-pulse excitation. As just mentioned, capture is a slow process, and thus the net current density out of the well will be determined by (12) after excitation with a short pulse. We will assume that this is true during the entire recovery, which takes a few hundred picoseconds or less in typical modulator structures.
E. Transport Across Separate-Confinement Heterobarriers
The transport across heterobarriers is dominated by thermionic emission, and we calculate this current using the expression given in [12] . For electrons, we have (15) Here, are the Fermi levels on the two sides of the junction (see Fig. 4 ), is the barrier energy for electrons, and and are the electron masses on Side 1 and Side 2, respectively. The function is defined by [12] (16) For both hole types, which are assumed to have a common Fermi level, the current is determined by using similar expressions.
Another contribution to the transport across these barriers comes from Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, which is illustrated in Fig. 4 . We calculate this contribution using expressions from [13] .
F. Well States
In the common picture of optical excitation in EAMs, carriers are excited into confined well states from which they then escape. Thus, the picture assumes that for each well there is a set of localized states that are separated from the bulk states. This distinction allows us to find a separate Fermi level for each well, which means that we will be in a position to use the methods described above for calculating the escape of carriers out of each well and to calculate the spatial distribution of the carriers in the wells. This picture is used in the present work. Wanting to consider the wells individually, we divide the well region into individual cells. The potential is put to infinity at the midpoints of the barriers between wells, and the bound states for each of these special potentials are then found. This approach has been used extensively in modeling of absorption spectra and escape times from quantum wells in an electric field [14] - [16] , also in laser simulators [17] . The more confined the states are, the better will the approximation we make by dividing the wells in this way be. This implies that the approximation is better at lower fields.
In PinSim, eigenstates and eigenenergies are found in the envelope approximation by solving the single-particle Schrödinger equation (17) for each well using for the potential , the special potential described above. In (17) , is the mass in the growth direction and is Planck's constant. The exchange-correlation potential (which gives rise to bandgap renormalization) and Coulomb interaction (which gives excitonic states) are not included.
The states found using this method are technically all bound because they are eigenstates with respect to the special potential functions described above. This means that coupling between wells, which is the basis for Wannier-Stark modulators [18] , but also influences strongly the absorption in electroabsorption modulator structures with shallow wells and/or narrow barriers and cannot immediately be calculated with this model.
Although it is necessary to divide the well region into individual wells when we solve the combined Poisson equation/continuity equations/Schrödinger equation problem, PinSim can also be used to calculate separately the absorption spectra. This is done by using the potential for the entire well region instead of dividing it as described above. Examples of such calculations are reported in Section III-A.
G. Absorption
The absorption spectrum is calculated using the states found as described in Section II-F. The material absorption spectrum for each well is calculated as a sum of contributions from transitions between hole states and electron states. For well , (18) The indices denote electron state , with eigenenergy and hole state , with eigenenergy . is the Heaviside function. (The Heaviside function is defined as is the normalized electron wavefunction, is the normalized hole wavefunction, is the vector potential for the optical field ( is a unit vector), is the square of the momentum matrix element, and is the index of refraction (see Table I ). The well index only appears on the absorption coefficients and on the well width, not on the other constituent parameters. However, those parameters may vary from one well to the next.
Equation (18) assumes that the subband dispersion is parabolic [19] , [20] . The last term in the expression accounts for the occupation probability of carriers in the conduction band and in the hole band . The reduced density-of-states mass is (19) where is the in-plane electron mass and is the in-plane hole mass, either light ( ) or heavy hole ( ), depending on the hole type of eigenstate above. The light and heavy holes are assumed to be in a common thermal (quasi-)equilibrium.
The absorption coefficient of a well depends on the field across that well through the quantum-confined Stark effect. Because we calculate the absorption coefficient of each well dynamically, taking into account the instantaneous field across that well, this effect is included.
We have not included excitonic absorption, and thus we underestimate the absorption changes near the band edge.
The absorption change per well can be divided into two parts: One that is due to changes in the field, and one that is due to band filling. Before excitation, there are almost no carriers in the wells. If the density of carriers in a well is zero, and the field across the well is changed, the absorption spectrum will change. This change will be referred to as the field contribution to the absorption change. After excitation, there will be carriers in the well, and the presence of these carriers gives a further contribution to the absorption change. This contribution will be referred to as the band filling contribution to the absorption change. Formally, let be the absorption coefficient at field and let be the carrier density for a given well. Before excitation (at ps), there is some field across the well and a carrier density ( 0) in the well. The corresponding absorption coefficient is . After optical excitation, the total absorption change at time is (20) The field contribution to the absorption change is (21) and the band filling contribution is 
H. Boundary Conditions
In the simulator, the electrostatic voltage across the structure, from contact to contact, is kept fixed (that is, the voltage source has zero internal resistance and is able to adjust the potential instantaneously). Furthermore, we assume that the electron and hole Fermi levels are equal at the boundaries of the structure, that is, that electrons and holes are in thermal equilibrium at the boundaries (23) (24) The p-contacting point is at and the n-contacting point is at .
III. STEADY-STATE RESULTS
This section presents calculations of steady-state properties for various epitaxial structures.
A. Modeling of Absorption Spectra
The absorption spectrum is obviously of the utmost importance in EAMs, whether they are driven optically or electrically. The change in absorption should be as large as possible for a given change in the applied bias. It is also important to minimize the insertion loss in the modulator's on-state (the low-absorption operation point), and one may be interested in designing a device with a low polarization-dependent loss. For all-optical applications, a device with a low polarization-dependent loss will be simpler to operate and will be more power-efficient than devices with nonnegligible polarization-dependent loss.
When the EAM is used as an external modulator, a low polarization-dependent loss may not be critical. Semiconductor lasers typically lase in only one polarization, and thus the design of a modulator for external modulation is subject to significantly relaxed conditions. A considerable amount of work has gone into designing structures with low polarization-dependent losses [21] - [25] . These structures are typically realized by using tensile strain in the wells to reduce the light hole bandgap (and using compressive strain in the barriers to avoid crystal dislocations).
Here, we consider a modulator structure designed for external modulation. The device has wells with a slightly compressive strain. Both TE and TM spectra were measured for the structure for a number of biases from 0 to 8 V. Light from a tunable CW laser was coupled into the device using a fiber. The output light was collimated with a microscope objective, polarization-filtered, and then detected with a broad-area detector.
1) Band Diagram: The structure, which has ten wells, is shown in Fig. 5 . The Tersoff band line-up model was used to calculate the band offsets [26] , [27] . Note that the Tersoff line-up model yields electron wells that are significantly deeper than both types of hole wells. This is in stark contrast to the conventional constant-offset line-up model, which assumes a ratio between the conduction-band offset and the bandgap of around 0.4 [28] , [29] . Because the mass of the electron is significantly lower than the mass of the heavy hole, modifying the structure in such a way that the electron well is deeper than the heavy-hole well will result in a larger overlap between the ground state wavefunctions at low fields [9] , [30] .
The depths of the hole wells are only about the room-temperature thermal energy. The depth of the electron wells are a few times that.
2) Measured and Calculated Absorption Spectra: Fig. 6 shows the measured and calculated TE absorption spectra at various biases, and Fig. 7 shows the TM spectra. The device has a ridge waveguide, with a ridge width of 3 m. The p-side is doped to 10 m , the n-side to 10 m . The correspondence between the measurements and the calculations is quite good for both polarizations, with respect to both the wavelength dependence and the bias dependence. Both the wavelength dependence and the bias dependence of the TE and TM spectra are critically dependent on the band offsets, and we conclude that the band offsets calculated using the Tersoff line-up model approximate the real offsets well. The relation between the material absorption and the modal absorption includes the confinement factor, and the spectra presented above are calculated using a confinement factor for all wells and both polarizations, and using a device length of 250 m. The confinement factor is estimated from an optical mode calculation.
Our calculated spectra show a larger modal absorption for the high energies than do the measured spectra. In Fig. 7 , we have included in a simplified way a small contribution to the transmission from a "first-order" mode that is assumed to not be absorbed. It is clear that including a higher order mode in this way enhances the correspondence at higher energies, as seen in Fig. 7 , and such a mode might therefore, at least in part, be responsible for the behavior seen in the measured spectra.
The reason why the absorption in the measured spectra is reduced at higher energies is not known to us.
B. Field Screening Due to Heterobarriers
The separate-confinement heterostructure (SCH) in semiconductor waveguide-based lasers and modulators has an index-ofrefraction profile which provides guiding of light in modes with relatively low propagation losses. It also ensures a large coupling between the optical mode and the active region. However, the SCH hampers carrier escape in EAMs.
Typically, epitaxial InGaAsP structures are grown on InP. The bandgap of the seed-wafer material (InP) is 1.35 eV, whereas the active region usually is designed for operation at longer wavelengths, typically near 1550 nm. The transition between the two bandgaps is typically made in a stepwise fashion because it is by far the simplest to realize when it comes to the InGaAsP material system.
The potential barriers incorporated into an epitaxial structure must be overcome by carriers on their way to the contacts. If a barrier is high compared to the thermal energy, carriers will pile up near it [31] - [33] . This pile-up is a problem in components that depend on changes in the electric field in the active region, such as the EAM. The carriers that are caught at the heterobarriers screen the field. Consequently, the field in the active region is affected when the optical power produces a large density of photo-excited carriers. Screening the field in the well region also reduces the escape rate of carriers out of the wells through (14) .
The physics of this pile-up effect is similar to that of the thermionic emission model used for quantum wells and described in Section II-D. However, there is an important difference. For the bulk heterobarrier dynamics, it is not possible to attribute a simple time constant to the transport. In a sense, it is the direct-current properties that are affected by the height of the barriers. The same current density can be supported by a small or a large barrier, but the degree of field screening that results in the intrinsic region for a given current density will be different for different barrier heights. The higher the barrier, the greater the pile-up.
To illustrate the influence of the heterobarrier structure on the power-handling capabilities, we examine how the field is screened in two structures with different heterobarrier structures. Fig. 8 shows the two different structures. We use a constant 43/57 line-up. The intrinsic regions in the two structures are the same, but one structure has a one-step barrier ("1-step" in Fig. 8 ) between the p-contact and the intrinsic region and between the intrinsic region and the n-contact; the second structure ("2-step" in Fig. 8 ) has two steps on both sides of the intrinsic region. Because the intrinsic-region widths in the two structures are different, we need to apply different voltages to the two structures to obtain the same field across their well regions before optical excitation. We do this to ensure that the mobilities and the times carriers take to escape from the wells are the same in the two cases. For the 1-step structure, the bias is 0.3 V; for the 2-step structure, it is 0.62 V. The structures are excited at 1600 nm with an optical power level of 2 mW, and we have assumed thermionic recapture. Fig. 9 shows the field distributions in the intrinsic regions of the two structures. Note that, for both structures, the outermost field changes are due to the transition from a highly doped region to an undoped region ("p-i" marks an interface between a p-doped region and an undoped region, "i-n" marks an interface between an n-doped region and an undoped region).
The difference is significant. More carriers pile up in the one-step structure, and this leads to a larger field screening in this structure than in the two-step structure. It can also be seen that holes contribute more to the screening than electrons.
For a given power level, the larger field screening in the one-step structure will result in a lower absorption coefficient in this structure than in the two-step structure. Because the carrier sweep-out rate is lower in the one-step structure under excitation, due to the larger field screening, the carrier excitation rate must also be lower. In quantitative terms, the absorption coefficient at zero excitation power is 10 cm for both structures. The absorption coefficient at 2 mW is 10 cm for the one-step structure and 10 cm for the two-step structure. It is worth noting that the 10 difference between the absorption coefficients is similar to the difference between the fields in the well regions of the two structures, as shown in Fig. 9 .
Our results clearly show that the heterobarriers must be given serious consideration when modulators are being designed. The screening of the field causes an increase in the escape times from the wells and thus reduces the speed of the component. A number of papers investigate carrier pile-up at heterointerfaces experimentally and show that dividing the barriers into several steps reduces carrier pile-up [31] - [33] . The calculations presented above quantify the pile-up in the steady state for two specific structures subjects to certain external conditions (bias, power level, excitation wavelength).
As shown above, dividing the single barriers in the one-step structure into two steps reduces the field screening significantly. Further calculations have shown that dividing the barriers into more than two steps reduces the field screening only a little further. From a wafer-growth perspective, this means that, although attention must be given to the design of the heterobarriers, a few barrier steps will often suffice. We investigate the influence of pile-up under pulsed excitation in Section IV-C.
A final point we wish to make here is that carrier pile-up decreases if the diffusion terms in (5) should become less important relative to the drift terms. This can be explained by the following argument (given for a single carrier type). If the diffusion term were reduced but the same number of carriers were present near the heterobarrier, then those carriers would be concentrated closer to the interface. This would increase the thermionic current across the barrier. Thus, equivalently, the density of piled-up carriers will be lower if the relative importance of the diffusion term is reduced.
The actual value of the diffusion constant, and its dependence on carrier density, field, and other variables, is very difficult to evaluate. The relation between diffusion and pile-up discussed above should therefore be considered a qualitative rather than a quantitative relation.
IV. TIME-RESOLVED CARRIER SWEEP-OUT DYNAMICS
This section presents calculations of the carrier sweep-out in a number of different structures. In all the calculations, a Gaussian, 1-ps (full-width at halfmaximum, FWHM) optical pulse centered at ps is used to excite the structures.
A. Structures With One Well
In this section, we investigate how a change in the position of a well influences the sweep-out dynamics. Changing a well's position affects the sweep-out because the distances to the two contacts change. Simulations of the sweep-out in structures with one well placed at various points in the intrinsic region can thus provide information about the bulk transport. They can also provide information about how the induced absorption change depends on the well position.
In the following, three structures are considered. They are unstrained, with In Ga As P barriers and In Ga As wells. Fig. 10 shows the band diagrams for the three structures. The nominal width of the intrinsic region is 320 nm for all the structures. We use a band line-up model in which the splitting between the conduction band offset and the valence band offset is 43/57. The depth of the electron well is 126 meV, and the depth of both hole wells is 167 meV. The bandgap energy in the structures is 0.75 eV (1650 nm). The bias is 0.27 V in all cases, and the structures are pumped and probed at 1600 nm. Because the width of the intrinsic region is the same in all three structures, the field across the intrinsic regions will also be the same before excitation. Consequently, the absorption coefficient, the escape times from the wells, and the drift velocities are the same in all three structures before excitation. The excitation pulse energy is 0.5 pJ, which gives a carrier density of 1.5 10 m in the wells. We have assumed that there is no recapture of carriers. Fig. 11 shows, on the left, the absorption recovery in the three structures; in the middle, the field contributions to the absorption changes; and on the right, the band filling contributions to the absorption changes. The behavior of the total absorption recovery is very different in the three structures, whereas the band filling contributions to the absorption changes are very similar. The differences in the total absorption change for the three structures are therefore mostly due to the field contributions. The differences seen in the band filling contributions in the three structures (right-hand side of Fig. 11 ) result because the field changes across the wells are different in the three structures. These field changes are shown in Fig. 12 . The field changes affect the escape times for holes and electrons (which are 25.7 and 3.4 ps, respectively, before excitation), and they affect the densities of states. The background for the differences in the field changes will be discussed below.
The absorption recovers faster in the "p-side" structure than in the other structures. From Fig. 11 , it is clear that this is because the band filling contribution and the field contribution to the absorption change conspire to give an apparently faster recovery for this structure. However, looking at the band filling contributions, it is seen that the escape of carriers from the well in the three structures is about the same. This means that in a systems application, where the excitation is repetitive and carriers thus can accumulate, the three structures will operate up to approximately the same maximum bit rate. However, up to this rate, the p-side structure will provide the shortest switching window and will thus be preferable.
The electrostatic potential is assumed to be constant across the diode (see Section II-H). Thus, if is the field distribution before excitation and is the distribution at time , then (25) where the limits of integration mark the p-contacting point ( ) and n-contacting ( ) point of the epitaxial structure. Since holes escape more slowly from the well than electrons, there will be a positive charge-density contribution at the well, and this will induce a change in the field through (1). On either side of the well, the field must adjust to ensure that (25) is fulfilled. For the argument below, we will assume that the field is constant on both sides of the well (see Fig. 12 ) and denote by the field change induced by the carriers in the well. This field change is almost the same in the three structures, at least before the carriers reach the contacts. The change is split with a fraction on the p-contact side of the well and ( ) on the n-contact side of the well. Because we have assumed that the field is constant on both sides of the well, we can approximate (25) by (26) where is the distance from the well to the p-contact and is the distance to the n-contact. From (26) we find (27) Depending on the position of the well, the field on either side will change according to this ratio. In the "p-side" structure, where the well is closer to the p-side, we have and thus the field change on the p-contact side of the well is larger than the field change on the n-contact side of the well and vice versa for the "n-side" structure. The actual field distributions before excitation and at ps are shown in Fig. 13 . The arrows show the position of the well in each structure. The average field across the well in each structure can be seen in Fig. 12 .
The argument above explains why the field changes across the wells are different for the three structures (keep in mind that is almost the same in the three structures). It implies that, if the electron escape time were longer than the hole escape time, the field changes would have been reversed (in a qualitative, not quantitative, sense) compared to those shown in Fig. 12 : the field on the p-contact side of the well would have been reduced, and the field on the n-contact side would have increased. 
B. Detailed Dynamics in a Multiquantum-Well Structure
In this section, we investigate the distributed nature of the sweep-out in structures that have more than one well. A structure with eight wells is considered. The structure is the one-step structure investigated in Section III-B, and its band diagram is shown in Fig. 8 (with label "1-step") . Except for its number of wells, it is similar to the structures from Section IV-A. The applied bias is 2 V, and the absorption is pumped at 1600 nm. We assume that there is no recapture. Fig. 14 shows the field across each of the eight wells after excitation with a 0.5-pJ pulse. The wells are numbered starting from the p-contact side of the well region. As expected, the field change is different across the different wells. The essence of this behavior was discussed in Section IV-A. Adding seven extra wells is of course not a trivial change to a one-well structure. Still, the behavior for each of the wells is in qualitative agreement with what would be expected from the one-well simulations when each well's position is taken into account. Fig. 14 also shows the average field across the entire well region. Not surprisingly, the average field experiences a decrease. However, if the wells were moved toward the p-contact, more wells would experience a field increase, and the average field would be reduced less and might even increase (we refer once again to Section IV-A). A field increase is not desirable for switching, where an absorption bleaching is sought. Moving the wells toward the n-contact instead would increase the field screening across the wells. This consideration is clearly important in the design of devices, especially devices for all-optical signal processing.
For voltage-modulation of the absorption, it might be desirable to move the wells closer to the p-side. When the field is high, the device has a large absorption (through the quantumconfined Stark effect). When carriers are excited, the field reduction in the well region will be smaller if the wells are closer to the p-side. As a consequence, the absorption reduction induced by the carriers through screening will also be smaller and might even increase as illustrated by Fig. 11 . A reduced field screening is also advantageous because it reduces the field-induced increases of the escape times (from the wells, that is). Note that moving the wells around will affect the overlap between the optical field and the active region. Fig. 15 shows the field change upon excitation with a 5-pJ pulse. The qualitative behavior is similar to that in Fig. 14 . However, the 5-pJ pulse excites a higher density of carriers, thereby causing a larger field screening and also a larger average field screening. Fig. 15 also clearly shows that the carrier sweep-out takes longer. For Well 8, for instance, the field remains screened for a significantly longer time than after excitation with the 0.5-pJ pulse.
For each of the two pulse energies, the difference in the carrier escape times from well to well is due to field screening. As shown by Figs. 14 and 15, the field increases at Well 1 (the well closest to the p-contact), changing gradually toward Well 8, where it decreases. The changes in the field modify the carrier escape times as shown in Fig. 16 for the 0.5-pJ case. Fig. 16 also illustrates the important fact that the escape time from a well increases faster when the field is screened than it decreases when the field is increased. Formally, decreases with field, ; is the escape time out of the well. This behavior is due to the exponential function in (14) , which may be approximated as (28) where is the eigenenergy of the lowest bound state at zero field. The calculations in this section, beside showing the nonuniformity in the field change across the different wells, also illustrate how the dynamical parameters, such as the escape times from the wells, can be affected by optical excitation. If the field across a well is screened substantially, the escape from that well can significantly reduce the device speed. This point emphasizes the importance of considering carefully how the wells are placed within the intrinsic region.
C. Dynamics at Heterojunctions
As discussed in Section III-B, heterobarriers affect the dynamics by causing a pile-up of carriers, which then screen the field.
In this section, the sweep-out upon short-pulse excitation is investigated for the two structures from Section III-B under the same bias conditions. The devices are pumped at 1570 nm, and the excitation energy is 50 fJ. Fig. 17 shows the field recovery in the two structures after excitation. The field screening persists for much longer in the one-step structure than in the two-step structure. Fig. 18 shows for various times the hole and electron densities in the intrinsic regions of the two structures. It is clear that the pile-up is much larger in the one-step structure than in the two-step structure. The long recovery time in the one-step structure is mainly due to holes, which pile up at the barrier close to the p-contact. Electrons also contribute to the screening, but less so. In the two-step structure there is only a negligible pile-up. It is important to note that holes and electrons escape from the wells with different characteristic times. Thus, the hole pile-up comes about later than the electron pile-up, and the time dependence of the pile-ups should therefore be considered independently for the two carrier types.
The widths of the intrinsic regions in the two structures are different. However, the intrinsic region in the two-step structure is only about 100 nm wider than that in the one-step structure, so the differences in carrier transport times to the heterojuntions are only a few picoseconds and thus are responsible for only an insignificant part of the differences seen in Fig. 17 .
The pile-up decreases when the bias is increased [see (15) ]. From an application point of view, it is important to investigate how a specific design affects the operation. For electrical modulation, for instance, the applied bias is typically relatively low because the absorption band edge is steeper at smaller fields. This reduces the voltage swing required for operation, but the low bias could result in carrier pile-up.
For operation at very high speed, the dynamics at the heterojunctions must be examined closely. Even slight charging effects will reduce the device response time. Division of the heterobarriers into more steps than two should be considered if the response time is being limited by the transport dynamics at the SCHs.
V. CONCLUSION
Using a comprehensive drift-diffusion model, we have investigated the carrier sweep-out dynamics in EAMs and its influence on the absorption dynamics.
The paper has presented examples of the kinds of results that can be investigated with the model. Measured absorption spectra were compared to spectra calculated with the model, and we found a fair agreement between the two. The influence of the SCH design on the steady-state field screening and dynamical sweep-out was investigated. In line with experimental results presented by other groups, we found that dividing one large step into two smaller steps can significantly reduce the pile-up in the steady state. Introducing more steps than two made only a small difference. Furthermore, the dynamical sweep-out in a structure with two steps will proceed significantly faster than in a structure with just one step.
Three structures, each having one well, were compared. We found that the absorption and field dynamics depend strongly on the well's position. However, the maximum bit rate at which the three devices can operate is nearly the same, limited by the sweep-out of holes from the wells. Below this bit rate, the "p-side" structure will be preferable as it provides the shortest switching window. The influence that the a well's position has on the field change it experiences was analyzed. Besides giving a general description of this relationship, the analysis allowed us to explain why the "p-side" structure provides the shortest switching window.
In accordance with these results, we found that the field across the different wells in a multiquantum-well structure is highly nonuniform. This influences the QCSE-induced change in the absorption for the different wells. Furthermore, the nonuniform behavior leads to nonuniform changes in the escape times for the different wells. The calculations therefore also provided an example of the complexity of the sweep-out process, demonstrating how optical excitation can affect the dynamical parameters such as the escape times from the wells.
